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INTRODUCTION 

Glaciers and permafrost respond sensitively to climate change in the European Alps. In this context, 
glacier retreat, increasing subsurface temperature, increase of slope instability, and mass movements 
indicate clearly climate and landscape change in alpine environments. Thus, these processes affect 
current and future potential of natural hazards to a considerable extent. 
The present study is based on investigations in context with the Austrian research program StartClim 
2008: Adaptation to Climate Change in Austria. Investigations of a regional sub-project carried out in 
the Zillertaler Alps (Austria) aimed at analysis, estimation, and modeling of present and future extent 
of glaciers and permafrost related to geomorphologic changes. Furthermore, it was focused on impacts 
on geomorphologic hazards and risks for tourism in the upper Tux Valley. Field survey, remote 
sensing techniques, GIS- based analysis, and interview of tourists were applied in this study.  
General results show that the warming of the cryosphere during the past 150 years led to decrease of 
glacier extent of about 65% and degradation of permafrost area of about 40% in the Tux Valley. The 
environmental change resulted in geomorphological destabilization and increase of hazardous 
processes. 

STUDY AREA 

The Tux Valley is framed by the glaciated main ridge of the Zillertaler Alps. Tourism, including 
accommodation and related services are of essential economic significance. Besides winter sport 
activities, which can be pursued year-round in the glacial region, the area offers plenty of 
opportunities of further alpine sport activities. Tux is the base for numerous hikes and tours into the 
high alpine regions. A number of alpine huts operate permanently throughout the year.  
Currently the Tux Valley comprises a permafrost area of about 15 km², which corresponds to 13% of 
the study area. The mayor part of the permafrost area is located in an altitude between 2,500 and 3,100 
m, beneath 2,400 m frozen ground occurs sporadic. The largest glacier in terms of area and volume is 
the Gefrorene-Wand-Kees, which at present comprises 4.3 km². This glacier is of substantial economic 
importance for the Hintertux area as a regional centre of ski tourism with summer skiing area was 
established there.  

WARMING OF THE CRYOSPHERE AND NATURAL HAZARDS 

Numerous debris flows can be identified in the study area. Predominantly, they are spread in areas, 
where permafrost degraded during the last 150 years. Moreover, debris flows are present in areas of 
glacier retreat. The ongoing process of degradation of permafrost causes the development of additional 
debris flows and increase bed-load deposits. The scenario of an increase of Mean Annual Air 
Temperature (MAAT) of 1.5°C in the course of the next 40-50 years leads to an extension of areas 
affected by debris flows. In fact, the spatial distribution of these processes shows that mountain 
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infrastructure is not situated in areas of failure in the Tux Valley. However, with respect to 
topography, it is frequently located within areas of flow and deposition of debris. 
The possible rise of MAAT advances permafrost degradation in bedrock as well. From there an 
increase of rock fall activity can be supposed. In context with a rise of MAAT of 1.5°C GIS-based 
simulation suggest that the area affected by permafrost degradation in steep flanks and rock faces will 
increase at 55%. Derived from this, the scenario of future rock fall distribution shows that parts of 
mountain infrastructure, in particular hiking trails, are located in vulnerable areas. 

NATURAL HAZARDS AND MOUNTAIN TOURISM 

In general, natural hazards related to glacier shrinking and permafrost degradation affect and limit 
alpine tourism. Due to the extensive retreat of glacier tongues, respectively to overall disappearance of 
glaciers, several classic mountain trails and climbs have to cross moraines and unfavourable terrain in 
the Tux Mountains. As a result, trails and climbs like these become more demanding, time consuming 
and risky, especially for hikers with average skills or below. Trails are affected by increasing erosion, 
runoff of glacial torrents, rock fall, exposure of steep terrain, and on glacier surfaces by development 
of crevasses and unclosed bergschrunds in the study area. In order to reduce or avoid associated risks, 
mountain trails have become more expensive to maintain or have to be adapted to new topography.  
A survey of more than 300 alpine tourists and recreationists documents the importance of anticipating 
identification of risks and early planning of hazard mitigating. 25% of respondents strongly disrelish 
any risk, while 71% are uncommitted against risks, and 4% only are risk-seeking. Half of all 
respondents are uncertain with handling of mountain hazards and risk, and any worsening of safety 
quickly lead to migration and decline of participation. The latter is of particular importance, as 
responses are based on survey of regular vacationers, who significantly contribute to the economic 
basis of the region. For this reason, frequently used mountain trails have to be safeguarded and 
monitored, in particular if they lead to summits or mountain huts or offer considerable savings in time.  
Safeguarding, marking, and signposting of mountain trails as well as training and guiding are regarded 
to be tasks of the alpine clubs by the majority. One quarter of respondents only suggested that the local 
communities are responsible for maintenance, safeguarding and marking of the high mountain trail 
network. In contrast, the structurally engineered reconstruction of trails is intended to be task of the 
provinces (32%), the local communities (22%), the tourism industry (21%), and the federal 
government (18%). 
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